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FG: Chairman Valadez, Supervisor Miller, that is exactly why we are looking at 
hoteling. I can tell you that we have had to actually exercise that option 
because we would not want to put someone who has not yet recovered, and 
that is the key part. Who has not yet entirely recovered from their disease 
back into a population that is already at-risk. Remember, a lot of these folks 
are folks who are chronic smokers who have all of these other health 
conditions, who have been living on the street, and you are just not going to 
want to reintroduce them. So the strategy would be for us to find alternate 
housing for them. 

AM: I do not know how many of these cases we have had, but is it a willing 
situation or have we had to force them and go through the judicial process of 
allowing them to have public defense? 

FG: Chairman Valadez, Supervisor Miller, at this point, I can tell you that most 
people have been cooperative, It Is a very small number, Just to be clear. It is 
not the like there is a huge number of these cases. I could te.11 you that we 
have come up with equitable and voluntary solutions that protect the health 
of the community and preserve the rights of the individual. 

AM: Thank you . 

RV: Mr. Huckelberry. 

CH: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board, there are really three other Items 
on the agenda. The last Item, and l think all of those require direction from 
the Board to accomplish. The first one Is the Deferral of Lease Payments and 
l will come back to that one in a second. The other one is In the addendum, 
that is addendum one. As I indicated we are developing a temporary policy 
for the novel coronavirus on the Board's agenda. There is a number of 
sections to It, several of those sections have been acted on by the Board, for 
example; the federal family leave portions and our pandemic leave · ortions. 
We have added a few things that we believe are im12ortant to do. The two 
that would require some direction and the one that requires direction without 
questlo ·st e ·ssue of te go a COVID premium pay. hat Is a o osal to 

ay any employee who is still required to be an essential employee providing 
public service, and where they do not have the opportunity to use social 
d s a Ing or to have adeguate P.E. that the be afforded the tem~ora~ 
assignment of additional premium pay of $2.00 per hour. I would like to make 
that effective, if the Board concurs, the first pay period that begins on 
Sunda , which is I believe is the 12th of A ril. My belief is that given what we 
project with regard to the length of this particular event, It will P-robably go 
through June and gerhafls to the end of the fiscal year. That is one that I 
definitely need action on. The other item deals with something called COVID-
19 Furlough. Furlough is a new introduction of a term into our process. This 
would be for those employees, and we have several hundred in the County, 
who have very low leave banks, meaning earned vacation or sick leave. As 
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